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Abstract— Data protection has become one of the significant issues in cloud computing when end users must rely on their cloud 

providers for security purposes. Cloud providers never guarantee the security of data. One of the best ways to overcome this issue is to 

have the data encrypted before it reaches the cloud servers. Cryptographic becomes a common mechanism used to transmit data 

securely in open networks, but there are also some challenges to implement encryption internally due to key management. Either the 

keys are vulnerable towards any security attacks such as HTTP-focused-brute-force attack during transmit over the network, in case 

of the keys are kept at the user site, or keys are missing if the device is stolen. Thus, location-based encryption adds another layer of 

security on top of existing encryption method. Location-based encryption enhances security by implementing location information into 

the encryption and decryption process to counter the possible problems. Location coordinates are used as a key for encrypting the data 

and the cipher text can only be decrypted if and only the decrypted location is matched with the location that has been computed with 

the key. In this paper discuss on location-based encryption technique that has been implemented in previous works which are 

asymmetric, symmetric and hybrid algorithm followed by its strengths and weaknesses. This paper finds that majority of the 

researchers used hybrid algorithm to implement their location-based encryption instead of using the asymmetric algorithm or hybrid 

algorithm alone because the hybrid algorithm has fast computation of symmetric algorithm and high security of asymmetric dual keys. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Organizations around the world have invested heavily in 

information technology to protect their critical assets, 

including their precious data and the most commonly 

encountered method of practicing data security was the use of 

encryption, where digital data were encrypted and therefore 

rendered unreadable to unauthorized users and hackers. 

However, encrypted data are still vulnerable towards some 

attack such as brute-force and mathematical encryption 

attacks [1]. Besides, key management of locating the 

encryption key can become another issue if it is located either 

at the user site nor the server site. If it is located at the user 

site, such as at the user device, there is a possibility of the 

device being stolen or misplaced, making the key available 

towards the stealer. As a result, the encrypted data are possible 

to be encrypted once the unauthorised user found the key from 

the stolen device. To overcome this scenario, location-based 

encryption is implemented by integrating location 

information into encryption and decryption processes.  

Location-based encryption or geo-encryption is referred as 

any method of encryption where the information, were 

encrypted and can be decrypted at only a specific location [1]. 

Geo-encryption is an enhancement of conventional 

cryptography process where it provides another security layer 

on the available encryption protocol using the recipient 

location information to generate the encryption key [2], [3]. 

The original information will not be revealed if there is any 

attempt to decrypt the data at other locations as the encrypted 

file will can be only decrypted back if the location of 

decryption is matched with the location information inside the 

generated key. 

II. CRYPTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES 

Cryptography is a secret of writing where it enables people 

to send or store sensitive information in the form of 

unreadable or non-understandable language [3]. In location-

based encryption, it builds from established cryptographic 

algorithm techniques which are asymmetric algorithm and 

symmetric algorithm. However, a lot of the existing works 

implements geo-encryption using both of the cryptographic 

techniques at the same time known as hybrid algorithm [4]. 

A. Asymmetric Algorithm Technique (Public-key 

Cryptography) 

Asymmetric algorithm or also known as public key 

cryptography was an algorithm that used public key to encrypt 

and decrypt the data. One of the keys can be shared with 

everyone which is called as ‘public key’, used to encrypt the 

data while the other key is called as ‘secret key’ will be kept 

secret, used to decrypt the encrypted data [5]. In location-
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based encryption, Rivest-Shamir-Adleman Algorithm (RSA) 

was found as the strongest public key available encryption 

method and the most used technique by the researchers [6]. 

The difficulty of factoring large prime numbers gives extra 

strength, as well as, extra security towards the algorithm [1]. 

Table 1 shows existing works on location-based encryption 

that used asymmetric algorithm technique. 
 

TABLE I  
EXISTING WORKS ON LOCATION-BASED ENCRYPTION THAT USED 

ASYMMETRIC TECHNIQUE 

No Existing 

works 

Technique Advantages Disadvantages 

1. [7] RSA Strong 

protection 

against 

location 

spoofing. 

Too small grid 

space cause 

wrong geo-lock. 

2. [8] RSA Assure secure 

data access. 

Exposed to 

mathematical 

attack and brute 

force attack. 

 

B. Symmetric Algorithm Technique (Private-key 

Cryptography) 

Data Encryption Standard (DES) and Advanced 

Encryption Standard (AES) are some of the symmetric 

algorithm techniques that are widely used due to its fast 

algorithm [1]. Symmetric algorithm has a better performance 

compared to asymmetric based on these two reasons, speed 

and vulnerability [5]. It is 1000 times faster than asymmetric 

algorithm because it uses a mutual key for both of its 

encryption and decryption process [9]. Table 2 summarizes 

the existing works on location-based encryption that used 

symmetric algorithm. 
 

TABLE II 

EXISTING WORKS ON LOCATION-BASED ENCRYPTION THAT USED 

SYMMETRIC TECHNIQUE 

No Existing 

works 

Technique Advantages Disadvantages 

1. [10] DES Effective and 

practical for 

data 

transmission 

against 

location 

spoofing. 

Decryption 

successful rate 

decreased. 

2. [11] DES Effective 

transmission 

between 

mobile client.. 

Decryption 

successful rate 

decreased. 

3. [12] DES Message 

access 

optimized only 

to specific 

area. 

MAC ID 

changed if device 

rooted, upgrade 

version or 

factory reset. 

4. [13] Modified 

AES 

Low algorithm 

complexity. 

Missing mix 

column 

transformation. 

5. [14] AES Straightforwar

d and less 

effort for 

- 

administrative 

overhead. 

6. [15] DES Privilege 

setting 

available. 

High budget to 

afford anti-spoof 

device. 

7. [16] AES Available for 

multimedia 

files. 

- 

8. [17] AES Good defence 

against 

cryptanalytic 

attack. 

- 

9. [18] AES Best suit for 

mobile 

application. 

Need velocity as 

additional 

parameter. 

 

C. Hybrid Algorithm Technique 

In terms of computational and implementation, it was very 

fast when using a symmetric algorithm, but slower when 

using an asymmetric algorithm due to difficulty in its 

computational. However, there is also another problem with 

symmetric algorithm which is how to securely exchange the 

secret key to each end and keep them secure after that. For 

this reason, asymmetric algorithm is used to encrypt the secret 

key and perform the key exchange to the other end as it offers 

very high security [19]. Therefore, a combination of 

symmetric and asymmetric encryption is used, called hybrid 

algorithm. The public key algorithm is used to secure and 

distribute session keys while the symmetric encryption is used 

to encrypt the information. Table 3 summarizes the related 

existing works that used hybrid algorithm for implementing 

their location-based encryption. 

TABLE III 

EXISTING WORKS ON LOCATION-BASED ENCRYPTION THAT USED 

SYMMETRIC TECHNIQUE 

No Existing 

works 

Technique Advantages Disadvantages 

1. [1] RSA & AES Support 

location-

based data 

encryption 

Hard to meet 

same mapping 

function output 

2. [2] Not stated Support 

mobility 

Low decryption 

ratio 

3. [5] RSA & AES Protected 

against 

location 

spoofing 

Too small grid 

space cause 

wrong geo-lock 

4. [20] Not stated Support 

moving 

decryption 

zone 

Increasing 

message queue 

cause low 

decryption ratio 

5. [21] Not stated Skip 

mapping 

function 

Limited 

toleration 

distance 

6. [22] Not stated Support 

dynamic 

toleration 

distance 

Decryption failed 

if movement too 

fast 

7. [23] Not stated Support 

mobility 

Low rate of 

decryption 

8. [24] RSA & AES Limit data 

access to 

specific 

room 

High cost of anti-

spoof and GPS 

device 
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9. [25] AES for 

symmetric, 

not stated for 

asymmetric 

Low energy, 

high packet 

delivery ratio 

Possible attack 

spoofing and 

replay network 

10 [26] AES for 

symmetric, 

not stated for 

asymmetric 

Prevent 

unauthorized 

access in 

cloud 

Challenging data 

access control 

11 [19] RSA & AES Customer 

can access 

account from 

anywhere 

Person need to 

stay stable during 

transaction 

12 [27] RSA & AES Accurate 

user location 

Challenging 

access control 

13 [28] Not stated Very 

accurate 

results 

Expensive and 

difficult 

computational 

technique 

 

 

 

III. DISCUSSION 

There are three main algorithm techniques used in location-

based encryption, which are asymmetric, symmetric and 

hybrid algorithms. There is also a work that used classical 

cryptography, which is the permutation cipher algorithm [29]. 

It proposed a method that applied to images, however this 

work has a major drawback where the decrypted image was 

totally distorted. Figure 1 shows that the asymmetric 

algorithm alone was not commonly practiced by the 

researchers due to complexity in factoring large prime 

numbers. Nevertheless, asymmetric algorithm offers high 

security which made the decryption process more 

complicated compared to symmetric algorithm. This leads to 

the notion of the hybrid algorithm as the most frequently used 

technique in location-based encryption due to fast 

computation of symmetric algorithm and high security of 

asymmetric dual keys. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Percentage of Algorithm Techniques Used in Location based Cryptographic

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Three main algorithms which are asymmetric algorithm, 

symmetric algorithm and hybrid algorithm have been 

discussed in this paper and highlights that the majority of the 

researchers used hybrid algorithm to implement their 

location-based encryption due to fast symmetric algorithm 

computation and high security of asymmetric dual keys. The 

least technique that has been used by researchers is the 

permutation cipher algorithm which has been found only in 

one previous work, but having a major drawback as the 

decrypted image was totally distorted. 
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